
Ammerbach
’
s 1583 Exercises 

by Mark Lindley 
In 1571 Ellas Ammerbach, organist at 

the Thomaskirche in Leipzig (where 

J.S. Bach was to arrive some 150 years 

later), published a miscellany of 

songs,dances and polyphonic vocal 

works by various composers, which he 

had transcribed for keyboard. He 

called his book Orgel- oder Instru-

ment- Tabulatur, to suggest that play-

ers of any kind of keyboard instrument 

(and not just the organ) ought to 

purchase it, and to emphasize a novel 

feature in his method of notation. It 

had been the custom in Germany to 

write the tune in staff notation and 

align the other contrapuntal parts 

beneath in letter notation, but 

Ammerbach printed all the parts in 

letter notation (see Illustration 1 

below). This idea was taken up 

throughout Germany,no doubt in part 

because Ammerbach published a sequel 

in 1575 (Bin new klinstlich 

Tabulaturbuch) and then in 1583 a 

revised and much enlarged edition, 

entitled Orgel- oder Instrument-Tab-

ulaturbuch, of his first book.
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The preface to this work includes 

some rather Hanon-like exercises, 

with fingerings, which have not gone 

unnoticed by present-day students of 

early keyboard technique. Nearly 

everyone who has written about them, 

however, has overlooked that in 1583 

Ammerbach gave a different set of 

exercises - more concise and better 

designed - than in 1571. The earlier 

set is available in various modern 

editions;
2
 the later set is repro-

duced in Illustration 2 and trans-

cribed in Example 1. 

Another misconception about Ammer-

bach (which I once shared) is that 

he, like Hans Buchner (c!530) and 

Girolamo Diruta (1597), preferred to 

finger 'weak
1
 notes 3 and 'strong

1 

notes 2 or 4.Actually he didn't care 

about that, any more than did Thomas 

de Sancta Maria (1565).
3
 But he did 

have a very simple approach to fing-

ering. In both editions, the quick 

notes are nearly always taken in 

groups of four, and only the middle 

three fingers are used,except in the 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



with it. I suppose Ammerbach used it 

even in such passages as the follow-

ing, from the last of a set of pas-

samezzos that he published in 1583: 

 

Example 3  is the setting which he 

published of the 'Passamezo nova
1
(so 

he spelled it.   Like 'Greensleves' 

this is based on the following eight -

bar skeleton of treble and bass: 

I have supplied the fingering, with 

brackets for some alternative possi-

bilities and for a few instances 

where I depart from Ammerbach's 

principles of fingering as here re-

constructed.
6
 The following suggest-

ions may be of use to players unacc-

ustomed to 16th-century techniques: 

Tackle the first half first. Simplify 

at the outset by ignoring the right 

hand's dotted rhythms in bars 2-4 and 

by altering the left-hand part to 

something innocuous,such as: 

(In the piece itself I have suggested 

here a slight simplification -tying 

the two Gs - to be retained in 

performance) The dotted rhythms when 

restored should be played without 

methematical precision but with the 

kind of triplet-like looseness which 

conservatory teachers rather dislike 

(The piece is anyway better suited to 

a party than to an academic recital.) 

Play the entire left-hand part as 

comfortably as possible; facilitate 

the tune (particularly after you have 

learned the fingering well enough to 

take on the dotted rhythms) by such 

devices as slanting the right hand, 

straightening the fingers as much as 

you like (after all, the right thumb 

and little finger are not obliged to 

reach the 

keys) and playing with the wrist as 

high as you like. 

Play with enough 

free -dom to bring 

out the underlying 

treble-bass skel-

eton as shown above. 

In bars 10-12 the right hand should 

play the main notes (at the beginning 

of the bar and halfway through) more 

vigorously than the quick notes, 

which will sound best if played 

rather lightly. Trill on the fourth 

note of bar 4,if you like, and fill 

out the final chord of the piece. 

In place of a conclusion -the only 

proper one would be a performance- I 

might comment on the fact that 

Ammerbach has occasionally been des-

cribed as a significant figure in 

the history of tempered tuning. Act-

ually the preface never mentions 

temperament; but at the end it does 

prescribe that the notes be tuned in 

a certain order, starting from F: 

 

 



 

 



 

Since the G tuned a fifth below D in 

this scheme is presumably intended 

to make a good octave with the G 

tuned a fifth above C, we can infer 

some vaguely conceived meantone tem-

perament, but nothing more, really: 

Ammerbach is one of those writers, 

like Ramis de Pareia(1482), Martinez 

de Biscargui (1528), Sancta Maria 

(1565), Giovanni Paolo Cima (1606), 

Jean Denis (1650), Etienne Loulie 

(1698) et al. ,' who give us leeway to 

use either pure or else slightly 

tempered major 3rds,as we may prefer. 

N O T E S  

1. During the same period, Bernard 

Schmid the elder (1577), Johann 

Ruhling (1583) and Jacob Paix 

(1583) also published anthologies 

in this kind of tablature nota-

tion (see Young 1962: 140-46). 

2. E.g. in Arnold Dolmetsch 1915: 

365. A recent anthology (Sachs & 

Ife 1982) attributes both dates, 

1571 and 1583,to the earlier set. 

3. Sancta Maria 1565: 39-45. The 

rather vague general rules pub-

lished by Juan Bermudo(1555: 51), 

Luys Venegas de Henestrosa (1557) 

and Hernando de Cabecon (1578) 

also suggest some indifference as 

to which fingers play the'strong' 

or 'weak' notes, particularly in 

the left hand (see apropos Park-

ins, July 1983). 

4. Often this technique is applicable 

.to later music for which the 

5. Sancta Maria 1565: 38v. 

6. The 3232 fingerings in bars 5, 7 

and 15 might have been bracketed; 

but I think they fit Ammerbach's 

style even if the eight-note con-

figuration to which they belong 

does not occur in the exercises. 

7. For details and a longer list see 

Lindley 198-. 
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